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INTRODUCTION

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Science fiction writers have amazed us with their imaginations 
for well over a century, and today there is a very healthy cross 
fertilisation between engineers, scientists and sci-fi writers. 
An idea might go from an R&D lab to a sci-fi movie, but just 
as often and idea starts in sci-fi and then engineers work out 
how to do it for real.

Channel 4’s Electric Dreams Report covers some ideas that are very likely to become real 
over the next few decades. Many appear in works by Philip K Dick, who proves that for 
good sci-fi, a good understanding of science and technology reality is just as important a 
foundation as a fertile imagination.  Like many other leading sci-fi writers he manages to 
establish a very credible view of what the future could look like in his books. 

This report is the culmination of a month long research project which has involved 
interrogating and distilling the most credible futuristic predictions from hundreds of 
different respected sources.

Out of hundreds of concepts that I looked at, I produced a list of top trends across 
several categories including work, travel, leisure, lifestyle, security and health and medical. 

Some of the predictions listed are already established in the public’s views of the future, 
like flying cars and virtual reality holidays, but others less well known such as using 
cyberspace to time travel virtually, recording and replaying sensations or living in multiple 
bodies using androids. Others such as smart makeup will offer a lot of fun for some 
people, while thoroughly irritating some others. 

While thinking about Electric Dreams, we must remember that one person’s dream can be 
another’s nightmare…

Dr Ian Pearson BSc DSc(hc) CITP FBCS FWAAS FWIF

Ian Pearson is a full time futurologist, tracking and predicting developments across 
a wide range of technology, business, society, politics and the environment. He is a 
Maths and Physics graduate, a Doctor of Science, and has worked in numerous branches 
of engineering, from aeronautics to cybernetics, sustainable transport to electronic 
cosmetics. His 1800+ inventions include text messaging, the active contact lens and 
space launch systems. He was BT’s full-time futurologist from 1991 to 2007 and now runs 
Futurizon, a small futures institute. He writes, lectures and consults globally on all aspects 
of the technology-driven future. He has written several books and made over 700 TV and 
radio appearances. He is a Chartered Fellow of the British Computer Society and a Fellow 
of the World Academy of Art and Science, and the World Innovation Foundation. 
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WORK

TRAVEL

1. AI will dominate R&D as well as most knowledge skill professions (law, accountancy,
 medicine etc), but will also upskill people with direct brain links giving thought  
 recognition access to all online knowledge

2. Exoskeletons catsuits using electro-active polymer muscles will greatly upgrade   
 strength and senses to make people superhuman

3. Androids will become commonplace and will mix freely with humans in the  
 workforce and in the home, doing all sorts of tasks, but also offering valuable  
 companionship to any aging population.

4. People will be employed mainly in human interaction/emotional skill roles,  
 though even those will use some machines. It may be called The Care Economy

5. Asteroid mining will be a large industry, used mainly to supply materials for space 
 construction, another large industry. A few materials might be brought down to Earth 
 in small quantities, but most will remain in space.

6. Virtual meetings via hologram - It will be possible to join work meetings and social   
 engagements via hologram – so you never miss out.

1. Very few people will personally own cars or vans, instead using fully automated  
 public pods for transport and distribution. The typical £5000/year ownership costs   
 will then be available to spend on other things, e.g. travel or robot helpers

2. Hypersonic planes will travel between major cities at Mach 5 or higher, and some   
 hypersonic trains too, Hyperloop descendants.

3. Space tourism will become routine with holidays in space being commonplace. For   
 the next few decades, most will be on space stations for just a few hours up to a  
 few days, but by the end of the century there may be tourist resorts on the Moon,   
 asteroids or even Mars, where people might stay longer.
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LEISURE

5. Direct mind-IT links will allow instant travel by linking your mind to a distant android  
 to roam about there as if you were there, anywhere on Earth or in nearby space   
 (Moon or space stations but not Mars). A hire android instead of a hire car, and you   
 can be home in time for dinner.

6. Personal flying vehicles will replace cars some of the time, but their numbers are 
 likely to be a little more than helicopters today. Many other driverless pods and   
 drones may hover just above the surface.

1. High altitude hotels/resorts based on solid floating platforms 

2. Full sensory VR will allow virtual holidays to exciting imaginary places, and  
 effectively in any body. People might use it for gender play or to be young again.

3. Many leisure activities will be taken as part of a group with minds linked to  
 share experience fully

4. Virtual time travel using stored minds in cyberspace will allow people to interact   
 with some people in the past or future 

5. 3D printed fast food will be common – from burgers to pizzas. Like many  
 convenience foods today, it will provide basic nutrition and survival but it won’t be   
 as nice as ‘real food’ and will be used mainly when people don’t have time to prepare   
 something better or wait for their robot to do so.
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LIFESTYLE

SECURITY

1. Smart make-up and video tattoos will make any part of the skin into a computer   
 display.  Make up will take a matter of seconds, and can change appearance  
 instantly on command. Adults might change style a few times a day, while teens   
 might change every few seconds just to annoy grown-ups.

2. People will be able to link their minds to share ideas, feelings and  
 communicate telepathically

3. People will be able to link their nervous systems together to share or swap bodies 

4. Physical streets and buildings will be richly overlaid with virtual content that people   
 see using their active contact lenses or lightweight visors

5. Robots and androids will do most work, and reducing cost will greatly increase   
 standard of living 

6. Rise of super-skyscrapers - many buildings will be 10km high or more using  
 carbon-based materials. They will act as self-contained towns and many residents   
 may rarely leave the building.

7. Robotic pets will replace domesticated animals for many people, being far easier to   
 look after when owners have busy lives, while others prefer the real thing.  
 Robotic pets could be as smart as you want and even talk back.

8. Invisibility cloaks will become reality – lots of money is already invested in  
 developing ‘invisibility tech’, especially in the military, but social use is very likely   
 too. Shops and clubs will use augmented reality to become invisible to the ‘wrong’   
 clientele by being dull and un-noticeable, while being garish and exciting to people   
 they want to come in.

1. Thought recognition technology will be used extensively ‘to prevent crime’, but it   
 will be considered as part of therapy and re-education rather than policing.

2. AI will present major security threat since people won’t understand it so won’t  
 know all of what it is doing

3. Battlefield artillery will be up to 1000 times more powerful than today’s while first   
 hand combat might use light sabres and phasers

4. Star Wars-style robot armies will work alongside swarms of tiny drones that could   
 carry nerve gas so any human soldiers may need fully-sealed suits. Future war will  
 be even worse than today.

5. Zombie viruses will allow armies to take control of enemy bodies and minds.   
 There is no need to kill you if they can make you do whatever they want.
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HEALTH AND MEDICAL
1. Almost all diseases will be curable so lifespan may be limited only by cost, so  
 countries might have to consider personal health spend limits

2. Direct IT links to brain and nervous system will upgrade IQ, memory and senses 

3. Personal health implants - Tiny IT devices will be implanted into the skin so blood   
 chemistry and nerve signals can be monitored 24/7 which means ailments can be   
 detected and diagnosed instantly, and sensations can be recorded and replayed.

4. Virtual bodies/2nd life - With much of our minds running on external IT, death of   
 the biological body will not be the end.  People will be able to carry on life using  
 android bodies. Some will have a few. Others will link to android bodies while their   
 organic ones are still alive just to get one that looks or works better.

5. People will create e-baybies by combining their DNA listing with that of another   
 person and choosing which of the billions of potential combinations to make real,   
 sell on ebay or keep as a cloud-only cyber-child.


